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The 2019 results of the HSBC Expat Explorer Survey are out, and Switzerland has knocked Singapore off the top spot, coming in at number one. It has long been a favourite amongst expats, making the top 10 every year since 2011, but this year Switzerland is leading the ranks. Switzerland is home to some of the world’s best-known luxury brands
and many expats enjoy a high salary along with speedy career progression. Most confirm they have an improved quality of life when they move to Switzerland; 82% of expats in Switzerland say they’ve seen an improvement according to the survey, and there’s a very large and welcoming expat community to make you feel more at home. Expats are
also impressed by the spectacular scenery and are content with the low pollution levels and a cleaner environment. Low crime rates and safe streets are also an important factor, with 67% of expats feeling safer in Switzerland than in their home country. Language can be a barrier as Switzerland has four official languages – Swiss German, French,
Italian and Romansh. It is certainly advised to learn at least some basic phrases of the language used in the area you live in order to get by and it helps with integration, however English is widely spoken. The cost of living is very high in Switzerland, with Geneva, Zurich and Bern being some of most expensive cities in the world. The high salaries do
make up for that to a certain extent. Singapore comes second in the overall survey ranking, moving down one place since 2018; and Canada takes up third position, moving up one space. Forth Capital specialises in expat pensions and investments – to speak to one of our advisers, click HERE or call 00 41 22 311 1441 ______________________________
The 2019 Expat Explorer survey is a global survey completed by 18,059 expats across the world. The research was conducted online by YouGov in March and April 2019. League tables are calculated using responses to 27 of the questions asked in the research. A minimum sample of 100 expat respondents including at least 30 expat parents is
required for a country to be included in the league tables. SEARCHED FOR:Majority of 7,000 execs in various sectors unlikely to return from China, a move that may hurt businesses.29 Feb, 2020, 08.20 AM ISTThe survey was conducted on 18,059 expats from 163 markets.19 Jul, 2019, 01.30 PM ISTMore than half of expats are confident that their life
here can help build personal wealth, finds an HSBC survey.22 Oct, 2018, 06.30 AM ISTExpats here are optimistic and confident about their financial future and their present is shaping up nicely as well, the expat explorer survey by HSBC said.14 Oct, 2018, 03.56 PM ISTSweden, one of the world’s most gender-equal countries, got top billing for
family.11 Oct, 2018, 05.36 PM ISTMany executives who aren’t too keen on this option prefer a big hike in pay packages to compensate. While expats working in India still favour company accommodation, most Indian executives want the flexibility their own house provides.20 Mar, 2018, 11.00 PM ISTSingapore, Hong Kong, South Korea, Japan, China
& Malaysia are the most preferred by expat working women ahead of India.08 Mar, 2018, 10.46 PM ISTSingapore leads the chart with 18 per cent of expat females, followed by Hong Kong (14 per cent) .08 Mar, 2018, 08.22 PM ISTDublin, a tech center in Europe, also ranked in the top five for expat job opportunities, but was below the global average
in expat salaries.26 Feb, 2018, 02.14 PM ISTAccording to a HSBC Expat Explorer report, $1,76,408 is the average gross personal income of an expat in India annually.23 Oct, 2017, 06.30 AM ISTThe government will stick to its borrowing and fiscal deficit targets for this fiscal with no plans to relax spending goals.29 Sep, 2017, 07.49 AM ISTThe list,
which is topped by Singapore, is part of HSBC's latest 'expat explorer survey' that covered 27,587 expats from 159 countries and territories in March and April this year.28 Sep, 2017, 07.52 PM ISTA clutch of studies and surveys published around the World Economic Forum show that perceptions about India's outlook are improving, closing the gap
with China.18 Jan, 2017, 11.02 AM ISTIn comparison to other countries in the region, India also has the highest proportion of expats on an international secondment or assignment, it said.15 Jan, 2017, 02.47 PM ISTRemitting the salary of anyone employed in India by an entity in the country in foreign currency is not permitted under FEMA, said an
official.21 Apr, 2016, 06.04 AM ISTAfter Singapore, New Zealand was ranked as the second best place for expats followed by Sweden and Bahrain in the third and fourth place respectively.28 Sep, 2015, 06.11 PM ISTTax practioners say showcause notices have been issued to many firms, and if enforced, the tax claims could make it costlier for cos to
employ expats in India.11 Sep, 2015, 01.50 AM ISTHSBC faced criticism after three high-profile Muslim organisations, including Finsbury Park mosque, were told their accounts would be closed.17 Mar, 2015, 10.13 PM ISTThe survey further said India has the third largest proportion of expatriates sent by companies for overseas assignments, after
Brazil and Turkey,10 Dec, 2014, 01.19 PM ISTIndia is home to the second largest proportion of high-earning expatriates in the world after China and ahead of countries like Switzerland, Russia and Hong Kong.29 Oct, 2014, 02.41 PM ISTThe heat and cuisine makes adjusting to the culture slightly more difficult for the expatriates, says the study.04
Nov, 2013, 04.53 PM ISTCitibank’s chief executive officer for South Asia, Mark Robinson, has resigned and will be moving to Singapore in a senior regional role with Australian bank ANZ, a person familiar with the development said.23 Mar, 2010, 03.10 AM ISTMarkets around the world including India found themselves lashed on Thursday by fears of
fresh financial trouble.27 Nov, 2009, 12.39 AM ISTMultinationals joined hands to court 'guns and roses' to rope in the law, and enforce agencies to provide nimble-footed response.23 Nov, 2009, 02.17 AM ISTMultinational companies are wielding the axe on jobs with 'expat terms' as global recession forces them to cut costs. Over 200 PSUs flout
appointment guidelines31 Jul, 2009, 09.10 AM ISTNRI students have to shell out extra money. While PGP fee for resident candidates is Rs 6-7 lakh at IIM-C, it is double for NRI students. Vital facts of foreign study loans30 Jul, 2008, 01.05 AM ISTIIMs have been dream destinations for youngsters in India, to make it big in corporate world. Workplace
allergies | Interview tips | Vital facts of foreign study loans26 Jul, 2008, 08.16 PM ISTBACK TO TOP All Expat Explorer survey data and all tips (in quotation marks) are provided by HSBC. This information does not constitute advice and no liability is accepted to recipients acting independently on its contents. The views expressed are subject to
change. The Expat Explorer survey, in its fourteenth year in 2021, is the longest running independent global survey of expats. Commissioned by HSBC Expat and conducted by a third party research company YouGov, 20,460 expats based in over 46 countries and regions were questioned in April and May 2021. In order for the results and league
tables to be statistically significant, we need a minimum sample size of 100 expat respondents from each location. Although we had respondents from over 100 locations this year, 46 met the minimum number of responses required. – Annual global survey influences business leader decision-making about relocation and business set up by evaluating
perceptions across key indicators. – – Bahrain’s global ranking improves from nine to five. – – Economic indicators, including career opportunities, local economics and personal finance drive Bahrain to number one ranking for expat satisfaction in MENA. – Manama, 12 November 2018. Bahrain has surpassed its previous ranking in the 2018 HSBC
Expat Explorer Survey as the top destination in the Middle East region for individuals from across the world to resettle and achieve an exceptional quality of life. Each year, the survey serves as a trusted assessment of expats’ experiences in relocation and career growth across the world. In the 2018 survey, Bahrain’s position improved to fifth-ranked
country in the world for expat satisfaction, from ninth in 2017. The HSBC survey, conducted globally among 22,000 respondents, evaluates expat sentiment across three major components: economics, experience and family. Bahrain’s standing improved markedly across each of these areas in the 2018 index, up by 12, 5 and 4 positions respectively,
compared to 2017. The primary drivers of this strong performance include wage growth, opportunities for career progression, work-life balance, job security, access to quality child care and the welcoming social fabric of Bahrain. ‘We are consistently ranked as the top location in the MENA region to live, work and raise a family, said Dr Simon Galpin,
Managing Director of the EDB. ‘From the exceptional primary and higher education available here, to the ways we are transforming public services, including housing and health care, Bahrain continues to represent a prime destination for expats to seamlessly integrate into our society and thrive.’ Bahrain is the only MENA nation in the 2018 HSBC
survey rankings for who’s position improved in the top 10 destinations. Other key indices, such as 2018 InterNations Expat Survey, also rank Bahrain highly as a location for expats to settle and flourish. For the second year, Bahrain also achieved the number one global ranking in the InterNations survey, demonstrating high performance on factors
such as ‘ease of settling in,’ ‘feeling at home’ and ‘digital life.’ These factors indicate that Bahrain remains an open society in transition to capitalise on a transformative ecosystem in which the companies of the future can excel and grow. – ENDS – For more information, please contact: Communications and Media Department Economic Development
Board Phone: 17589966 E-mail: internationalmedia@bahrainedb.com About Bahrain Economic Development Board The Bahrain Economic Development Board (EDB) is an investment promotion agency with overall responsibility for attracting investment into the Kingdom and supporting initiatives that enhance the investment climate. The EDB works
with the government and both current and prospective investors, in order to ensure that Bahrain’s investment climate is attractive, to communicate the key strengths, and to identify where opportunities exist for further economic growth through investment. The EDB focuses on several economic sectors that capitalise on Bahrain’s competitive
advantages and provide significant investment opportunities. These sectors include financial services, manufacturing, ICT, tourism, logistics and transport. For more information on the Bahrain EDB visit www.bahrainedb.com; for information about Bahrain visit www.bahrain.com.
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